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Social Selling for Sales Leaders

“92% of prospects hit the delete button when receiving a cold call or email from a stranger.”
In September over 125 sales and marketing professionals from the food processing suppliers
community will gather in Chicago for the FPSA’s Fall Sales Conference on September 19-21 to
discuss best practices in the modern sales environment.
Topics will range from top B2B selling mistakes, to bridging the gap between millennials and
boomers to how to build a high performance sales organization to negotiation tactics to how to
increase sales with drip marketing and retargeting.
Barbara Giamanco, author of the New Handshake: Sales Meets Social Media will talk to us
about how the sales profession has been disrupted and how to do something about it.
Dolores Alonso, Senior Director of Business Development and Membership at FPSA, sat down
with Barbara to ask her where to start.
DA: Barbara, if a company has not embraced social selling where do they begin?
BG: Great question, Dolores. The best place to begin is by acknowledging that buyer behavior
has changed significantly in the past 10 years. That means that the approach your salespeople
use in selling today must change also.
Once you accept that buyer behavior necessitates changes in how your company sells, three
main things are required to be successful with social selling.

Strategy – Every sales organization must create a social selling strategy, with marketing and
sales enablement leaders being part of that process. Be careful not to default to social selling
training without having thought through the bigger picture. Heading straight to tactics without
a well-conceived plan is a recipe for failure.
Skills – You need salespeople with the right mindset and skills. Provide them training– on an
ongoing basis – to set them up for success. There is an art to not only navigating social
networks, but in how you approach buyers. If salespeople simply use social channels to push out
sales pitches and propaganda, their effort is wasted and yields no better results than cold calls
and cold emails.
Execution – Salespeople who follow a consistent, daily process that is measured and tracked
against is how social selling tactics lead to measurable sales outcomes.
Smart sales and marketing leaders realize that social selling isn’t a gimmicky approach to
selling. Social selling is simply another set of sales tools and an evolved approach to reaching
today’s buyers, which means sales and marketing leads must prepare the salesforce
accordingly.

